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Abstract
This theoretical contribution deals with democratic standards in music education in an era of technological cultures. Recalling
Democracy and Education (1916) he attention is
computer interfaces seems to be one of the basic skills for self-determined participation in the network society. Firstly, there 
are different authors emphasizing the need to provide the growing-up citizens with the adequate knowledge and skills to face
the expectable future challenges. Secondly, music pedagogical scholars are looking for changes into more self-determined
democratic paths, as for instance, informal learning. Against this background, I argue for a music pedagogical move to social
networking and digitally music production, editing, and recording in the world of digital musical cultures.
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1. Introduction: Common
A common understanding of music education figures singing, chorus, and playing an instrument in the
classroom. The learning of musical skills, such as reading a score and training rhythm patterns as well as tonal
content, is focused in the musical lessons. This musical technics are more or less accompanied by music 
listening and analysis.
This conventional imagination of music making in the classroom is pursued by David J. Elliott (1995) with his
philos
nature of music education depend
or, as I propose the
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currently lived musical culture should provide references to what might be the aims, content, and methods for an 
appropriate music education. In addition, the significance of musical culture in everyday life should provide 
indications about the significance of a (revised) music cultural education. 
Another more 
the network society (van Dijk, 2006/1999) is coming into the focus of music pedagogical interest. Although it 
seems to be increasingly difficult to deny the significance of digital music in human life and the communication 
of digital musical artifacts in social networks, both music educational authors argue for a practical orientation to 
music-making as singing and playing instruments in the classroom. 
Even though there are music educational contributions considering the contemporary omnipresent musical 
cultures together with significance of actual technological changes and musical experience (Dolloff, 2005, pp. 
288 289; Savage & Challis, , 
media seem to play an underestimated role in music pedagogical concepts and praxis. 
My premise is that music education even as every discipline in general education needs a justification based 
on the democratic understanding of society, as focused in this contribution on the ideal of self-determination. 
Considering the (recent) technological changes, I argue that there might appear some difficulties to defend the 
need to learn a musical instrument in school education, whereas the digital musical cultures are hardly negligible 
in the classroom  or rather in the computer lab  anymore. 
2. Democratic understanding of general education 
The Archimedean point of my argumentation is the social assumption of democratic conditions in 
(post)modern democratic states. We might put a question mark over the status quo of self-called democratic 
societies (Crouch, 2004; Giroux, 2008), but the perceptual minimal consensus in these societies is to recognize 
and to seek the fundamental democratic values; no more, no less. The concept of democracy provides values such 
as freedom, equality, participation (civic-agency), and self-determination (autonomy), but no norms. Society is a 
dynamic construct. Democratic conditions are unstable and often challenged. Thus, education serves as one 
indispensable guarantor of the social reproduction of democratic conditions, temporary norms and rules, as well 
as their further development. 
s the beginning 
liberal socialism, human rights and global citizenship, feminism, multiculturalism and ecological thought (p. 
in the year 1916, John Dewey emphasized the need to reconstruct philosophy and education, as 
well as social ideals and methods on the evidence of scientific and technological advance (2008/1916, S. 285). 
Since then, both science and (digital communication) technologies in everyday life have been further developed 
with an increasingly impressive velocity in the last two decades. The cultural practices, artifacts, and meanings 
(symbols) corresponding to the understanding of a democratic culture are changing continuously.1 
These transformations require a steady investigation of the cultural, technological, and educational domains in 
their global and local contexts (Stevenson, 2011, p. 19). Increasing privatization, consumerism, and 
commodification in the spirit of global neoliberalism (Giroux, 2011, p. 4) might have grave consequences for 
culture and society as well as for music cultural self-determination. The context of increasing global 
y (Hardt & Negri, 2001) lets it 
 
1 enting a 
global challenge for future generations (p. 97). 
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2 
3. Democratic understanding of general education 
Recently, in a contribution about sociology and music education, Ruth Wright (2010a) claimed for an 
integration of democratic principals in music education. Pillowing on Basil Bernstein (2000), she accentuates the 
three democratic rights: participation, inclusion, and individual enhancement. Wright devises a framework 
relating the democratic principles to music education (2010b, p. 277). Intellectually, socially, and culturally, 
inclusion  possibility to remain music 
cultural autonomous, that is, self-determined (Wright, 2000b). Individual enhancement stands for the chance to 
acquire the capacity of critical reflection of musical culture conditions. This principle points to approaches of 
critical pedagogy, as for example, Henry A. Giroux (2011). At least, participation 
on decisions on the kind of musical performance or reception in school (Wright, 2010b, p. 277). Obviously, the 
three principals overlap. However, they bring to mind the achievements of Enlightenment for the domain of 
music education. 
Thus, music educational democratic praxis seems to be in need to integrate adequate content and methods in 
the classroom. Applying democratic methods reduces the importance of content decisions beforehand. If the 
pupils participate in the selection processes of musical cultural content, then the teacher might accompany the 
learning process as a coach. By this means, the gradually noticed divide of the (formal) music educational 
, 2010, p. 239). 
Informal music learning practices in the classroom appear as one 
music cultural and democratic capacities, as, for instance, a critical reflection of their  individual and collective 
 music cultural 
music (Green, 
driven global cultural changes, informal music learning should be an important step to music cultural self-
determination. 
4. Technological cultures and cultural changes 
There are many theories, approaches, and models of contemporary culture and society. One much-cited 
van Dijk models a communication theoretical approach (2006/1999). A more culturally focused contribution 
3  which provides a look on the transformations of 
information, symbols, and meaning in contemporary (postmodern) societies. For Lash, cultural and social life is 
transforming in the network society. More and more, the environment is perceived through technological 
interfaces (screens) (p. 15). Human interaction uses devices as the keyboard, the mouse, or the touch-screen. 
Thus, contemporary forms of life a
infrastructure of these forms of life depends on the logic of the digital communication flow in the net. 
Technological forms of life forms are non-linear in four aspects (pp. 18 21): (1) Meaning is compressed, 
abbreviated, or reduced to short pieces of information that result in a mosaic or noise; (2) In these forms of life, 
the speed-up culture becomes ephemeral; (3) These forms of life are globally stretched out in (4) discontinuous 
networks. 
 
2  
3 Cf. also Lash (1990) and Lash & Urry (1994). 
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From a cultural pessimistic point of view, this postmodern non-linear development seems to contest the 
 as it is multiplicatively discussed since the 
known initial debate between 
transformations are difficult to deny and exceed a consideration related to the normative ideals of democracy. In 
communication performed by digital technologies and human beings (p. 217). Bruno Latour (1991) even claims 
to recognize human and non- rhizome but without abandoning the 
idea of a critical reflexive democratic society. Thus, a critical pedagogy maintains the task of transmitting 
democratic capacities along with a critical reflexive involvement into the technological cultural conditions of the 
network society. 
Foll music cultural experience in the network society 
might be more compressed, up-speeded, out-stretched, and discontinuous. However, there is no reason to 
estimate the music cultural experience of technological forms of life less valuable than these of former forms of 
life music 
cultural self-determination. Methods and aims of a music education should be revised by aiming for an 
appropriate music cultural education. Nevertheless, what happens to music culture in the net of communication 
media? 
5.  
Friedrich Krotz (2009) ollows: 
 
in the long run increasingly become relevant for the social construction of everyday life, society, and culture 
as a whole (p. 24). 
 
Processes of mediatization are especially perceptible in the world of popular music. Nevertheless, 
 since the invention of the phonogram and the radio  
increasingly presented in the media, too. A Beethoven symphony movement is even not more expensive in digital 
cultural artifacts might be virtually zero. At first glance, these music cultural conditions appear more democratic 
as they have hardly ever been. At a second view, transnational economically driven interests appear as a possible 
threat of self-determination (Burnett, 1996). Nevertheless, music sounds in movies, TV-films, music-clips, tubes, 
mediatization
and, vice versa musicalization 145). Thus, two interacting and interdependent 
processes seem to accelerate the actual developments. Looking for an overarching theoretical concept, Jacke 
argues for a general media and (popular) cultural approach in the sociological research (p. 148). Anyhow, music 
culture appears as strongly related to new media and mediascapes4. 
 
geographical distribution of music, other forms of music diffusion are based largely on the movements of 
people rather than products or capital. Everywhere music is played and consumed it contains multiple 
networks. Cities are nodes in international mediascapes  centres of production and retailing  and hosts to 
(Connell & Gibson, 2003, p. 160). 
 
 
4  
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Thus, digitally produced and distributed music cultural artifacts, as well as digitally exchanged (meta-) 
comments in social networks, are influencing everyday musical behavior and the participation of current and next 
generations (North & Hargreaves, 2008, pp. 154 205). In want of an appropriate music cultural pedagogy that 
considers the music media environment, media education should serve as an orientation for its conceptualization. 
6. Education about and through media 
Presenting a comprehensive analysis of the increasing digital divide5, van Dijk (2005) considers education as 
. 
Media education aims at two likewise important targets: First, the teaching and learning about media; and 
secondly, the teaching and learning through media (Buckingham, 2003, p. 4). In other words, it aims at the 
critical-reflexive understanding of media and the faculty of active participation (Buckingham, 2003).6 Teaching 
about media and media culture could be understood as a way to enable the next generations to analyze how 
cultural artifacts (media texts) are constructed, to perceive the economic functions of media industries, and to 
contest the concomitant subtle influences (p. 10). The media educational demand for a delivery of critical-
reflexive faculties in media appears as a viable way for children and young people to deal with the possible music 
cultural heteronomy in the world of audiovisual digital media. 
Friesen 
a frame of reference that is mediatic
(van Dijk, 2005), educational institution should provide equal access to digital media and media faculties. 
-cultural pedagogy might be 
conceptualized as part of an overarching media-cultural education. Again, Stevenson (2011): 
 
instead use the Internet as a place to encourage the development of different literacies and perhaps most 
importantly opportunities to en (p. 
124). 
7. Four pins for a music cultural pedagogy 
In his report to the International Commission on Education for the Twenty-first Century (UNESCO), Jacques 
Delors7 
Learning to be  (pp. 20 22).8 
Imagining a music cultural education in the computer lab with access to the Internet and (an institutional) 
social network, I will try to associate the loose ends of the foregoing paragraphs. 
(a) Pupils have to be informed about the aims of the instructions, the possible activities, and the direct risks in 
the Internet. Depending on their age, they should learn about the implications of media, namely, the logics  or 
the ideological impact  of the net.9 Different perceptions of reality should be discussed. Entertainment and 
aesthetic value in music cultural life could be references for their further investigations. 
 
5 
, 2006/1999, p. 176). 
6 Learn through media does not mean computer supported learning, but might include such effects. 
7 http://www.unesco.org/delors/delors_e.pdf [20.08.20129]. 
8 ional musical practices. 
9 Cf. Buckingham (2003, p. 44). 
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(b) The pupils should learn to handle the computer, the Internet, and the social network as music cultural 
listening device. They should learn how to manage their own profile and how to get access to the profiles of their 
peers in the social network. They should learn how to post their own opinions by respecting the common rules of 
(productive) software and possibilities of distribution in a social network. Informal learned capacities (e.g. in 
family life) as applying the file and Internet browser, might help formal tasks.10 Trial and error should fertilize 
self-acting learning processes (Buckingham, 2003, p. 183). Bit by bit, the music cultural exercises should be 
Increasingly, the teacher keeps his or her role as the coach. Productive and creative music cultural processes 
might be initiated (see below). 
(c) The pupils might work in partnership at one computer workplace. Thus, a face-to-face social interacting is 
possible at any moment. In the (institutional) social network, they are able to communicate, to send and to 
receive, to reflect together and for their self. Democratic decisions might proceed through social networking. 
Again, the pupils decide (alone or together) about their own preferences for music cultural artifacts as well as for 
different profiles in the net and different forums. Thus, democratic self-determination and participation will be 
accomplished. 
(d) By applying the democratic principles of equal participation and self-determination, the pupils might 
experience an authentic and infinite music cultural world. By reflecting and communicating in the social net, they 
might acquire the capacity of critical reflection of musical culture conditions in general. They might determine 
their own position in world society as valuable identity. Authentic music cultural experiences should allow a 
growing self-awareness of individual aesthetic pleasure in an increasingly ephemeral world. 
Meanwhile, a long list of special computer-
of (perhaps compressed and discontinuous) music cultural artifacts.11 This could be initiated by collage-
techniques as in the art education and could be combined with conventional acoustic instruments and the voice12 
as pedagogical digital/analog double-strategy.13 The product might be distributed, that is, stretched out in the 
-communications and meta-
reflection might take place. 
At least, applying democratic informal learning practices, the pupil should develop an immanent attitude to 
democratic values14 associated with a self-determined and creative music cultural participation in a mediatized 
and musicalized world. At the very least, the experience of authentic non-linear technological forms of music 
cultural life should provide the pupils with individual capacities to contest further future challenges in the flux of 
globalization. 
8.  
from the ecological education in the 1970s. Children and young people are equipped with the capacities to 
(2003, pp. 12, 184) that they should experience the world and should be initiated to critical thinking. What could 
music cultural artifacts? By undergoing creative, 
communicative, and self-determined music cultural practices, they hopefully will be able to contest the growing 
 
10 Cf. Herzig and Graf (2010) about positive effects of informal learning digital media in the classroom and beyond (pp. 189 193). 
11 , 2003, p. 258). 
12 Of course, pupils might decide to learn an instrument or to sing. However, general education should focus on the net. 
13 Cf. Marc Fritzsche (2011) about art education (pp. 244 246). 
14 Cf. Giroux (2011, pp. 8 9). 
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cultural hegemony in a digitalized, mediatized, and economized global post-democratic world, and even more 
15 
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